DinaSaw
Cosker Pty Ltd trading as

®

Unit 6, 18 Claude Boyd Pde
Caloundra 4551.
Queensland Australia
Proudly Manufactured in Australia

Tel: + 61 7 5491 4999 Fax: + 61 7 5491 7809
Email: sales@dinasaw.com.au
www.dinasaw.com.au
.

Manufacturers of:

“Dino” MSA Bandsaw Profilers
“Dino” Bandsaw Setters
“T-Rex” Chain Sharpeners
“Handi-Rex” Chain Sharpeners
“Cyclone” ABN Grinding Wheels
ABN: 15 112 881 875

Dinasaw „Cyclone‟ Grinding Wheels
Quality Australian made product
‘CYCLONE’ grinding wheels use a unique blend of CBN and ABN particles specifically designed for Dinasaw
which makes use of the best properties of both materials.
CBN – (Cubic Boron Nitride) Second hardest material known to man.
ABN – (Amber Boron Nitride) Different fracture mechanisms to CBN.
10 reasons to use „CYCLONE‟ grinding wheels;

Recoat / Exchange Service
(Australia only)
When your ‘Cyclone’ wheel eventually
wears out, simply return it and we will
exchange it for new at a fraction of new cost.

1. Specifically formulated blend for use exclusively on Dinasaw ‘Cyclone’ wheels.
2. Heat treated particles increase bond retention.
3. Specifically selected ‘blocky’ crystals.
4. Very high thermal stability.
5. Purpose built for dry grinding.
6. High quality CNC machined blank means no runout and perfect balance.
7. Extremely long working life with no need to dress. Wheel shape never changes!
8. Only metal particles are ejected from wheel decreasing the wear factor on grinding machines.
9. Wheels will not fracture.
10. High airflow cut-outs increase cooling reducing cutter tempering.
ABN Coating
Unique design forces cool
Steel blank
air onto the grinding
eliminates the need to
surface reducing heat and
redress or reshape
burning of teeth.
the wheel.
Outlasts standard wheels.

CNC Machined for
perfect balance and
concentricity
Only metal particles are
ejected during grinding
keeping the machine cleaner
and reducing wear and
respiratory problems.

Coating will not glaze
like standard
vitrified wheels.

Nickel coated for
durability.
Personalised Engraving
available at no extra
charge.
Steel blank will not fracture and Break.

Beware of cheap imitations! Only use the original DinaSaw® „Cyclone‟ ABN grinding wheel

